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Non-Uniform APSK Optimization for BICM Systems
Keqian Yan, Kewu Peng, Fang Yang, and Jian Song*
Abstract: Traditional Amplitude Phase Shift Keying (APSK) consists of rings with points uniformly spaced.

By

giving up this uniform-spacing feature, we propose an APSK optimization method based on the uniform APSK with
Gray labeling (Gray-APSK). T he aim of the optimization is to maximize the Generalized Mutual Information (GMI)
of Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM) for the targeted code rate and channel. We show that our optimized
non-uniform APSK could offer further performance gain compared with the conventional uniform Gray-APSK and
considerably outperforms the traditional quadrature amplitude modulation at the targeted SNR and channel.

Key words: Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM); non-uniform Amplitude Phase Shift Keying (APSK); mutual
information; geometrical shaping

problems

1

Introduction

Digital

simultaneously

and
via

usually

high
a

achieves

spectral

Coded

reliable

efficiencies

Modulation

(CM)

scheme with high-order modulation. An important
breakthrough of CM

was the technique of

Bit

Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM) introduced
by Zehavi[ll. BICM is a serial concatenation of
an encoder, a bit interleaver,

and a constellation

mapper. Due to its flexibility and robustness under
Rayleigh channel, BICM has rapidly found its way
into the existing communication standards, such as
the second generation digital terrestrial television
broadcasting system (DVB-T2)[21.
Designing the constellation and labeling that achieves
near-capacity performance is one of the most important
•

systems.

In

the

past,

most

of the performance at relatively high rates. The
constellations

with

a

large

MED,

such

as

the

regular Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM), are
preferred in many existing systems. However, MED
is usually not the dominated factor that determines
the performance of constellations at low and medium
rates. In recent researches, the Mutual Informations
(MIs) between the input and output signals constrained
by

the

constellation

and

labeling

have

attracted

extensive attentions as a reliable performance measure
instead of MED[3· 41.
According to information theory, only the input
signal following a zero-mean Gaussian distribution
can achieve the channel capacity under Additive
White Gaussian Noise

(AWGN) channels. Signal

shaping provides an efficient approach to mimic the
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implementation point of view[8-lOl. A typical example
of geometrical shaping is the Amplitude Phase Shift
Keying

(APSK) constellation

2

System Description

with Gray labeling

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of BICM system used

(Gray-APSK)[9l. Gray-APSK exhibits an ingenious

in our paper, wherein the Low-Density Parity-Check

circular symmetric structure with a well-designed

(LDPC) code and bit-mapping are adopted[14l. Its

labeling function. Compared with conventional Gray

functional blocks

QAMs, Gray-APSKs can achieve considerable shaping

information bits are LDPC encoded and then fed to

gains in both non-iterative and iterative demapping

a bit interleaver. The interleaved bits are then sent

are

described

as

follows.

The

scenarios. Although the Gray-APSK non-uniformly

to a functional block called bit permutation, where

places the points to mimic the Gaussian distribution, it

each Ns consecutive interleaved bits are grouped

gain by non-uniformly placing points on rings of Gray

(CO,CI,"',CNs-I), and then
(CO,CI,'",CNs-I) with the
correspondence relation of cPi
Ci , 0 � i < Ns. p
(Po,PI,... ,PNs -1 ) denotes the specified permutation

APSKs.

pattern. The permutated bits are sequentially read

is still restricted by the geometrical rule that points on
each ring are uniformly spaced. To further approach the
ultimate Shannon limit, we try to exploit the shaping

In

fact,

many

researches

have

previously

demonstrated that non-uniformly spaced Phase Shift
Keyings (PSKs) may exhibit higher performance than
uniformly spaced ones, especially under low Signal
to-Noise Ratios (SNRs). Barsoum et al.[10l indicated

into a vector

c

permutated into C

=

=

=

out and then grouped into m-Iength vectors b

(bo, bl,'" ,bm-l ).

=

Each vector is mapped onto a

symbol X via the 2m -ary constellation mapper. The
concatenation of bit interleaver and bit permutation

forms the bit mapping, wherein the bit interleaver

that the PSKs optimized for CM capacity are equally

provides the diversity gain under fading channels and

spaced while those optimized for BICM capacity may

roughly scrambles the degree distribution, and the bit

be not equally spaced. Agrell and Alvarado[lll also

permutation improves the error correction capability via

demonstrated that the PSK input alphabet does not

adjusting the degree distribution between the LDPC

have to be equally spaced to be the first-order optimal

encoder and the mapper[14l. The bit mapping scheme

constellation. This result could also be extended to

has already been adopted by DVB-T2 and achieved

design more efficient APSK constellations. Kayhan and

satisfactory performance improvements[2l.

Montorsi[12l jointly optimized the constellation and its

The receiver adopts the independent demapping

labeling via Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm, and

scheme

found that in some cases, the optimization converges

exchange between the decoder and the demapper, which

to asymmetrical APSKs which can be considered as

is preferred in the practical applications due to its low

the superposition of several PSKs with different phase

implementation complexity. The received signal

offsets.

de-mapped to calculate the soft information

Inspired by previous researches, we propose an

bit

bi

where

there

is

no

extrinsic

information

Li

Y

is
for

in b. The soft informations are de-permutated

APSK optimization method by non-uniformly placing

and de-interleaved corresponding to the blocks at the

the points on rings to maximize the BICM capacity,

transmitter, and then decoded to achieve the estimation

also called the Generalized Mutual Information for

of transmitted bits. By assuming each bit experiences an

BICM (BICM-GMI)[13l, in non-iterative demapping

independent binary-input sub-channel, the MI between

scenario. The remainder of this paper is organized

the input

bi

and the output

Y

can be calculated by[3l

as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the model

of the BICM system used in this paper. Section 3
introduces the conventional uniform Gray-APSK and
presents the non-uniform APSK optimization method
based on Gray-APSK. Section

4

shows examples

of the optimized non-uniform APSKs, wherein both
the capacity analysis and the system simulation are
given. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section S.

Fig. 1

Block diagram of the B ICM system.
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(1)

X denotes the constellation set, Xl denotes the
subset of X with the i -th bit being h E {O, I}. With this
where

assumption, Caire et al.[3] defined the BICM capacity as
l
m(2)
/BICM
/ (hi ; Y )

L

=

i=O

The BICM capacity in Eq. (2) was renamed as
BICM-GMI in Ref.

[13],

which indicates the highest

achievable rate of a BICM scheme with a mismatched
decoder. It is clear that the BICM-GMI depends on not
only the constellation set but also the labeling function.

3

APSK Optimization

3.1

Gray-APSK

Fig. 2

A 2m-ary Gray-APSK constellation consists of R

2m] concentric rings, each possessing 2m2 uniformly

distributed points with the same phase offset, where
ml + m2

=

m[9]. In the Gray labeling, ml out of m

bits are only relevant to the amplitude, which forms
a Gray-labeled 2mLary Pulse Amplitude Modulation
(PAM), while the rest m2 bits are only relevant to the
phase, which forms a Gray-labeled 2m2-ary PSK. By
combining those ml and m2 bits together, an m-Iength
bit vector b is mapped onto a symbol X with the Gray

labeling fL

: b f---+ X EX. Thereby, the Gray-APSK can

be denoted as (2m2

the radii in Eq.

(3)

x

4)64APSK.

and the geometrical

structure with uniformly spaced rings cannot ensure
the optimal performance across all practical code rates
and channels. Non-negligible performance gains can be
achieved by either radii optimization[15] or geometrical
structure optimization[12] depending on the targeted
code rate and channel.

3.2

Non-uniform APSK optimization

In this subsection,

we will optimize the practical

constellation and labeling by judicious placement of

4)64-

points in the signaling space towards the given code rate

APSK is depicted in Fig. 2 as one example. Owing to

and channel. The aim of the optimization is to maximize

the ingenious structure and the well-designed labeling

the BICM-GMI associated with the constellation and

function, the Gray-APSK could achieve considerable

labeling.

gains compared to its Gray-QAM counterpart at typical

The

X

2m) )2mAPSK. The ( 16

cases,

The uniform (16

x

code rates of interests.

and

Jomt

its

optimization

labeling

with

no

of

the

constellation

constraint

of

a-priori

The parameters of Gray-APSK, including ml and

geometrical structure can yield the globally optimal

m2, should be deliberately selected to achieve a high

solution. However, a natural problem happens that

BICM-GMI. For example, ( 16

such an optimization

x

4)64APSK and (32 x

8)256APSK usually outperform their counterparts from

practically

infeasible

the BICM-GMI point of view. Furthermore, it was

grows very high,

recommended in Ref.

usually

[9] to determine the radius rz

of

goes

will be
when

the

very difficult
modulation

and
order

since the searching complexity

polynomially

or

even

exponentially

the l-th ring according to the cumulative probability of

with

the standard complex Gaussian distribution, expressed

geometrical

by

has already demonstrated the near Shannon-limit

rz

=

V

-In[l- (l-

l

Radii derived by Eq.

) ·2-mq,1

=

1,2,... ,2m]

(3)

(3) lead to a good approximation

respect

to

the

constraint.

modulation
Fortunately,

order

without

Gray-APSK

performance. Therefore, we propose a non-uniform
APSK optimization method based on Gray-APSK,
wherein the non-uniform APSK still consists of

of the capacity-achieving Gaussian distribution when

concentric rings but each ring can possess non

the modulation order M

uniformly spaced points.

---+

00.

However, in most
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In our approach, a non-uniform 2m-ary APSK is

constructed from the uniform (2m2

X

2m])2mAPSK

rate requires an iterative process since the SNR required
for the targeted code rate is not known a priori. We

Po

using our proposed multi-class rotation method. The

initialize an SNR value

multi-class rotation method is that, for each ring of

and an SNR value PI which is definitely large for

Gray-APSK, we assign a rotation factor to each phase

the targeted code rate. The SNR of

related bit, and rotate each point on this ring according

is used for finding a BICM-GMI maximizing APSK

to the original position of the point and the rotation

constellation and computing the corresponding BICM

factors. Moreover,

GMI. If this BICM-GMI is lower than the desired

the radii of rings are adjusted

accordingly to adapt to the new geometrical structure.
The detailed procedure is as foIlows. We denote

<{JZ,k and rz as the k-order rotation factor and the
optimized radius of the l-th ring, respectively,
where 1:( I :( 2m]

and 1:( k:( m2. For the l-th

ring of (2m2 X 2m])2mAPSK, we set its radius to
rz, sequentiaIly number points on the ring from a
reference phase of 0°, and then anticlockwise rotate
the i -th point away from the original position by
angle

'£;;;'1

2
(_1)!i/ k-]l+I<{JZ,b where !·l denotes

which is definitely small

(Po

+

Pl ) / 2

capacity corresponding to the targeted code rate, we
update
PI by

Po by Po = (Po + Pl ) / 2. Otherwise, we update
P I = (Po + Pl ) / 2. Then a new BICM-GMI

maximizing APSK constellation is optimized for the
new SNR value of

(Po

+

Pl )/ 2.

The iterative process

stops when the BICM-GMI associated with the new
APSK is sufficiently close to the desired capacity, i.e.,
their difference is within a given precision value.
There is no proof that non-uniform Gray-labeled
APSKs

achieved

by

this

method

are

globally

The above steps yield the

optimal. However, the gains provided in the typical

optimized non-uniform APSK defined by parameters

cases considered in the next section demonstrate

the ceiling

function.

<P = [<{Jz,khm1xm2

and

r= [rl.r2,··· .r2mJ].

We

1

k
/'
0 ::::
::: <{JZ,k /,
::::::: 2

1

m2 n,
rl:( r2:( ...:( r2m]
-

-

that this method can provide satisfactory results with
reasonable complexity, and motivate us to pursue the

assume the parameters are constrained by

global optimality in our future work.

(4)

The proposed optimization process makes some

4

Simulation Results

points rotate towards each other, and two or more points

In this section, we perform the proposed optimization

may merge into one point. Obviously, the uniform

method on 256APSKs, and study the performance of

Gray-APSK corresponds to <p

the optimization results via both capacity analysis and

= O.

Owing to the geometrical constraint imposed on the
consteIlation, the optimization is limited to searching
the parameters

<p

and

r instead

computer simulation.
We consider the uniform (32

X

8)256APSK with its

of searching the whole

radii optimized by GA in Ref. [ 1 5] as the basis of

space of constellation and labeling, which considerably

the optimization, and achieve non-uniform 256APSKs

simplifies the optimization and makes it applicable for

according to the optimization method described in

very high-order modulations. The entire search space

Section 3 for the targeted code rate of 2/3. Both

the search, we introduce a circular symmetric structure

optimization. To simplify the description,

has the dimension of 2m] x(m2 + 1). To further simplify
over the consteIlation, i.e., <{JZ,k = 0 for m2 - 1 :( k:(
m2, and hence reduce the dimension of the search space
to 2m]

X

(m2 - 1).

AWGN and Rayleigh channels are considered in the
256NU-APSKa and 256NU-APSKr to denote APSKs
optimized for AWGN channel and Rayleigh channel,
respectively,

<p

r are

we use

whose parameters are summarized in

jointly searched

Table 1 . Figure 3 depicts 256NU-APSKa as an example

with the goal of maximizing the BICM-GMI in

of the optimized non-uniform APSKs. It can be

Ref. [2] associated with the non-uniform APSK defined

seen that on the inner rings, adjacent points tend to

The optimal values of

by

<p

and

r

and

for the given SNR and channel. The

converge, while on the outer rings, points tend to

search process can be performed via the greedy

be uniformly spaced. This phenomenon matches the

algorithm, Genetic Algorithm (GA)[16], SA[17], and

results in Ref. [ 1 2] that more points on the PSKs

other algorithms that have achieved striking success in

converge together as the SNR decreases when the

various optimization problems.

objective function is BICM-GMI.

The search of APSK parameters for a targeted code

To gain a better view of the performance comparison,

Non-Uniform APSK Optimization for BICM Systems
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Table 1
APSKs

Parameters of 256APSK constellations.

Parameters

Values

(rl,fZ,... ,fS)
(CPU,'" , cps.!)
(cpu,'" , cps.z)
(cpu,'" ,CPS.3 )
(fl,fZ,'" ,fS)
(CPU,'" , cps.!)
(cpu,'" , cps.z)
(CPI.3,··· , CPS.3)

(0.2294,0. 4464,0. 6228,0. 7764,0.9538, 1.1226, 1. 3517,1. 6614)

256APSK

(0.2639,0.4750,0.6333,0.7916, 0.9499,1.1346,1. 3457,1. 6360)

256NU-APSKa

256NU-APSKr

(0.0312n, 0.0289n, 0.0215n, 0.0131 n, 0.0040n, 0.0005n, 0,0)
(0.0454n,0.0096n,0.0008n,0,0,0,0,0)
(O. O l l On,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)
(0.2658,0.4650,0.6407,0.7974,0.9682,1.1419,1.3502,1.6132)
(0.0305n,O. O l OOn,0.0035n, 0.0018n, O.0013n, 0.0005n, 0.0007n, 0)
(0.0133n, 0.0018n, 0.0008n, 0.0006n, 0,0,0,0)
(0.0032n, 0.0012n,0.0004n,0,0,0,0,0)
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Fig. 4

•
•

-0

Numerical results of B ICM-GMI for 256APSKs

under AWGN channel.

interleaving depth of 8, where the coded bits are
Fig. 3

256NU-APSKa optimized for the code rate of 2/3 and

written in row and read out in column, Accordingly,

the AWGN channel.

the optimal permutation patterns are searched using

we plot the SNR gap between the constellation

the EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT)-aided bit

constrained BICM-GMI to the channel capacity for
256NU-APSKa and the uniform 256APSK under the
AWGN channel in Fig, 4, wherein the SNR gap for
256QAM is also provided for reference. Figure 4 shows
that our optimized 256NU-APSKa closely follow the
theoretical limit of channel capacity under the targeted
channel and code rate. The BICM-GMI of 256NU
APSKa is about 0, 1 5 dB and 0,9 dB superior to that of
the uniform 256APSK and 256QAM, respectively at
5,33 bits/channel use,
The advantages of our proposed 256NU-APSKs
compared to the uniform 256APSK is also verified
via computer simulations, The simulation parameters
are listed as follows. The Row-Combing-Splitting with

mapping design method proposed in Ref. [ 1 4], Table 2
lists the permutation patterns designed for the BICM
systems employing different 256APSKs, The non
iterative log-MAP demapping and the sum-product
algorithm decoding with a maximum of 50 iterations
are employed at the receiver.
The Bit Error Rate (BER) performance versus the
required SNR is depicted in Fig. 5, For the case of
AWGN channel, at the BER of 10 -5, our proposed
256NU-APSKa outperforms the conventional uniform
256APSK, where the performance gain reaches up to
0,2 dB and 0, 1 dB compared with 256NU-APSKr and
Table 2

Parameters of bit permutation.
Permutation pattern p

Edge Variation (RCSEV) code with the rate of 2/3

APSK

Ns

Rate

proposed in Ref. [ 1 8] that outperforms DVB-S2 LDPC

256APSK

8

2/3

(6,4,1,5,3,2,0,7)

codes in most cases is employed in the encoder, The

256NU-APSKa

8

2/3

(6,3,4,0,1,2,5,7)

256NU-APSKr

8

2/3

(6,4,0,3,5,2,1,7)

bit interleaver is a simple block interleaver with the
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- Unifonn 256APSK, AWGN
--256NU-APSKa, AWGN
.......256NU-APSKr, AWGN
-0- Unifunn 256APSK, Rayleigh
-o-256NU-APSKa, Rayleigh
-L'.-256NU-APSKr, Rayleigh

Research Institute (CEPRI) (No. TX71-13-007) and
Science Fund for Creative Research Groups of NSFC (No.
61321061).
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